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Movies on the Run
It's now in the open
As exam time hits Bangalore, producers know better than
to release big movies. But there were a couple of releases
that are not to be missed. `Split wide open' has been
receiving rave commentaries even before it was released
not just because it is out of the beaten track but also
because of the rare star cast and the theme.
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Starring Rahul Bose and the smashing Laila Rouass, the
movie is about demystifying sex in its various forms.
Nothing kinky, vulgar or dirty about the movie. It deals
with various aspects and the gravine is that Bose has
delivered a riveting performance. It's a bilingual movie by
Dev Benegal, and coming from the Benegal stable, one
can expect it to be classy.
Not really so well laid Among the other English releases
this week is the movie Best laid plans' a thriller about
missed opportunity and regaining one's path. It revolves
around the main character who want to test the limits of
their morality.
If it's David Dhawan, it has to be fun Here's the next
course from the house of Dhawan - Dulhan hum le
jayenga. If the TV promos are anything to go by, then
the film is bound to be a riot like only his films can be.
Starring hunk Salman Khan and the gorgeous Karisma
Kapoor, makes for an enjoyable viewing. And hey, don't
forget the popcorn.

Theatres are now Playing...

English
Best laid plans - Galaxy
The Green Mile - Rex
Elizabeth - Rex (12 PM Show)
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Hindi
Dulhan hum le jayenga - Abhinay, Apsara
Krodh - Sagar, Parimala
Khauff - Nartaki
Hey Ram - Tribhuvan
Pukar - Abhinay
Kaho Na Pyaar Hai - Triveni

Kannada
Hagaluvesha - Nartaki
Sundara Purusha - Aparna
Shabdaveshi - Kapali
Mahatma - Kalpana
Preethse - Santosh
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